Introduction
One of the biggest concerns that has been raised over the feasibility of using large-scale LTAGs in NLP is the amount of redundancy within a grammar's elementary tree set. This has led to various proposals on how best to represent grammars in a way that makes them compact and easily maintained (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992; Becker, 1993; Becker, 1994; Evans, Gazdar and Weir, 1995; Candito, 1996) . Unfortunately, while this work can help to make the storage of grammars more efficient, it does nothing to prevent the problem reappearing when the grammar is processed by a parser and the complete set of trees is reproduced. In this paper we are concerned with an approach that addresses this problem of computational redundancy in the trees, and evaluate its effectiveness.
LTAG parsing
LTAG parsing involves (at least) the following two steps. Each word in the input sentence is associated with that set of (elementary) trees (also called supertags) from the grammar that it can anchor. In large-scale grammars such as the XTAG grammar (XTAG-Group, 1999) and the LEXSYS grammar (Carroll et al., 1998b) , due to lexical ambiguity, there are usually a great many trees that can anchor each word. Once all of these elementary trees or supertags have been found, the parser must explore ways in which they can be composed-using substitution and adjunction-to produce complete parses of the input string.
In various experiments using a large, automatically produced LTAG, Sarkar, Xia and Joshi (2000) measured the time to derive a set of shared derivation forests representing all derivations for each sentence. They used a grammar with 6,789 tree templates and 2,250 sentences of length 21 words or less, and concluded that the amount of syntactic lexical ambiguity and the number of clauses in a sentence are more significant factors in determining the time taken to compute a parse forest than sentence length.
To date, the most popular way of addressing the computational problem of lexical ambiguity in LTAG parsing involves supertag filtering, where another step is included in the parsing processes (between the two phases described above) which involves filtering out some of the possible supertags for words in the sentence (Joshi and Bangalore, 1994; Bangalore, 1997a; Bangalore, 1997b; Chen, Bangalore and Vijay-Shanker, 1999) . This can dramatically reduce the time it takes to find all ways in which supertags can be combined together into complete parses. Sarkar et al. demonstrate the potential benefit: parsing their 2,250 sentences with all supertags took 548,000 seconds, but this reduced to 21,000 seconds when the maximum number of supertags per word was limited to 60, and to a mere 31.2 seconds when lexical ambiguity was completely eliminated.
However, a drawback of this approach is that, since supertag filtering cannot be 100% accurate, a proportion of desirable supertags are filtered out, resulting in some parses being lost. For example in Sarkar et al.'s experiment, a limit of 60 supertags per word resulted in over 40% of the sentences receiving no parse at all.
Elementary computation sharing
There is an alternative approach to the problem of lexical ambiguity in parsing that removes some of the computational redundancy that results from lexical ambiguity 1 . Given some parsing algorithm, each elementary tree can be viewed as invoking some fragment of computation (an elementary computation). Evans and Weir (1998) showed that elementary computations corresponding to bottom-up parsing can be expressed as finite state automata (FSA). All elementary computations for the supertags associated with a word can be combined into a single FSA. By minimizing this automaton (using standard minimization algorithms) sharing of elementary computation is achieved. The hope is that this will lead to significant reductions in parsing time.
To date, this proposal has only received limited evaluation. Carroll et al. (1998a) demonstrated that for a large hand-crafted grammar the number of states was significantly reduced by merging and minimizing the FSA associated with a word. For example, the numbers of states in the automaton for the word come (associated with 133 supertags) was reduced from 898 to 50, for break from 1240 to 68, and give from 2494 to 83. This paper improves on this evaluation in two ways: firstly, the grammar used is automatically acquired, so we are not open to the charge that it was designed to make this technique work particularly well; secondly, we measure parse time, not just numbers of states for individual words. Even when the number of states is significantly reduced it is not clear that parse time (as opposed to recognition time) will drop. This is because in order that parse trees be recoverable from the parse table, a considerable amount of book-keeping is required when the table is being completed. This increases both space and time requirements.
Experimental evaluation
We used a grammar that was automatically induced by Fei Xia (1999) from sections 00-24 of the Wall Street Journal Penn Treebank II corpus (Marcus, Santorini and Marcinkiewicz, 1993) . This is very similar to the grammar used by Sarkar, Xia and Joshi (2000) and Sarkar (2000) , though slightly larger, containing around around 7,500 elementary trees.
We implemented the algorithm described by Evans and Weir (1997) and Evans and Weir (1998) , the details of which are not repeated here. Prior to parsing, the grammar is precompiled as follows. For each word, the set of trees that it can anchor is determined. This results in a total of 11,035 distinct tree sets. For each of these tree sets we first build what we refer to as an unmerged FSA. This automaton contains a separate progression of transitions for each of the trees in the set; using these automata for parsing gives a conventional LTAG parsing algorithm which we used to give a baseline for our evaluation. To evaluate the approach of Evans and Weir we implemented a parser that used minimized versions of the automaton with sharing of common elementary computation fragments.
There are 80,538 non-minimized automata (involving 488,421 states). Thus there is a total of 80,538 occurrences of one of the grammar's elementary trees in the 11,035 tree sets. When these nonminimized automata are minimized we have one automaton for each of the 11,035 tree sets; these automata contain a total of 153,022 states. Thus, minimization gives an overall compaction of a factor of 3.19. In order to determine the computational benefit of elementary computation sharing we ran both the merged and unmerged parsers on a set of 14,272 test sentences of lengths 1-45 words taken from sections 00-24 of the Penn Treebank corpus. The results are shown in Table 1 2 . It is clear that numbers of items and CPU time are smaller for the merged parser, and that the savings increase with longer sentences.
Given a tokenized sentence to be parsed, the time shown includes time to make a chart corresponding to the sentence length, look up definitions for each word and seed the chart with them, and then fill the chart. The results show that the parse time for the merged parser is around ¤ ¦ ¥ § that of the umerged parser, and that this ratio is fairly consistent as the length of sentence increases. This is shown in Figure 1 .
Discussion
We have presented an empirical evaluation of the automaton-based LTAG parsing algorithm presented by Evans and Weir (1998) . We used a grammar automatically generated from Penn Treebank trees with two parsers: one in which elementary trees were processed individually, and one in which overlapping elementary computations were shared. The results show that merging elementary computations results in a significant, though not spectacular, reduction in parse time, despite the increased amount of book-keeping required to make recovery of parse trees possible. In future work we plan to determine exactly how much this book-keeping adds to parse time by implementing a version of the merged parser in which book-keeping is omitted.
One rather significant drawback of this evaluation is that the amount of lexical ambiguity in this grammar is far less than is found in large-scale wide-coverage grammars such as the XTAG grammar (XTAG-Group, 1999) . Although the tree-bank includes examples of a wide variety of syntactic constructions, for any individual word, the number of syntactic contexts (corresponding to alternative supertag possibilities for that word) that actually occur in the Penn Tree Bank is generally far less than those that would be included in the lexical entry for that word in a wide-coverage grammar. This is particularly true for words with low frequency. In future work we plan to look into ways of obtaining more complete mapping from a lexical item to the set of supertags it can anchor. 
